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PROJECT DESIGN BRIEF
The more information I have about you, your business, your product, or service the better I am able to translate it into an effective design solution for you. So please take your time and think through these questions thoroughly.
This process will allow me to develop a design from a well informed perspective and is aimed to help you think through not only your personal preferences but more importantly through your audience interests and appeals.
Type your answers after each question. Keep the answers concise but mind that  I might be not familiar with all your industry terminology, processes, and nuances so additional clarification would be helpful. More information is better than not enough so don't be too laconic. After reviewing the brief  I will follow up with additional questions to clarify information before proceeding with the creative process.
1 WHO YOU ARE
What is your business/ product/ service about?
What is your business/ product/ service name?
Which exact name/text would you like to incorporate into your logo? What does it mean?
 Do you have or plan to have a slogan or a tagline? Do you have a website?
Where are you located?

2 YOUR OBJECTIVES
Where do you want to position your business? What are your short term goals? What is your brand strategy? How would you like to see your business change over time?

3 PERCEPTION
How would you like your business/ product/ service to be perceived by general audience?
Where will your logo be seen?

4 PRIMARY AUDIENCE
Who is your target audience? Is it local or worldwide? How would you see your business engaging with them?

5 COMPETITORS
Who is your primary direct or indirect, local, national or international competitor(s)? How is your company/ product/ service different from them?

6 THIS PROJECT SUCCESS CRITERIA
How will you define a successful design project? What are your expectations about this project? Have you worked with a freelance designer before, what was the experience?

7 PRODUCT message & VOICE
What and how do you want your identity to communicate about you? What personality should your brand have? How would you like people react to it? What is an emotional message of your brand/product?

8 COLOR PALETTE
What is your favorite and (or) least favorite color(s)? Explain why. Are there any existing corporate colors?
9 PREFERABLE FORMAT
Do you have any specific logo format and (or) style in mind? Explain why. Do you want text only (wordmark), more official and abstract logo or more graphical, or maybe cartoonish one (mascot)? Explain why. Are there any specific proportions or technical limitations your logo must comply with?

10 KEYWORDS
Leave up to 5 keywords that would best describe your brand/company? Feel free to add your own adjectives but limit them up to 5.
classic
modern
mature
youthful
feminine
masculine
playful
sophisticated
economical
luxurious
logical
artistic
abstract
literal
authentic
dependable
edgy
effective
enthusiastic
established
forward
fun
hi-tech
reliable
mainstream
original
personable
practical
precise
progressive
serious
strong
traditionalAdditional INFORMATION
Feel free to share any additional comments you think are important and might be helpful as I start the creative process.
Complete this brief and send to: oleksandr.tovarkov@gmail.com

